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A card is freely selected and signed by the spectator
The cards are shuffle and returned to the box
The spectator inspects the box before holding it tightly between their hands
The performer holds his hand above the deck causing the deck to heat up
The performer pulls his hand away in pain and shows his palm covered in burn marks
The spectator loosens their grip on the warming deck to reveal a hole burnt through the box, and burnt through a number of cards
The un-burnt card seen through the burnt hole is the spectators signed card

Notes about

WRATH

Wrath is completely examinable and can be inspected before and after the event
The spectator can keep the deck after the effect
The box is cleanly shown to be unmarked or burnt in any way up until the moment of the revelation
The revelation happens completely in the spectators’ hands with very minimal sleights
Can be applied to any deck of playing cards within minutes
Instant reset… instant repeat, minimal sleight of hand
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Welcome, and thank you much for investing in Wrath, which for me has become an instant gem, which will always remain in my all time favourites. Wrath was
born from my developments of the Blaze series of Voodoo card effects that I wrote for the lecture, TWO, back in 2006, through which selected cards would
become burnt in many forms be the end of the effects.
It is the box fully shown as clean and un-burnt up unto the point of revelation that really kicks the spectators nuts, and it is this concept that allows Wrath to hold
a place of it’s own alongside such madness as The Smoke Deck or Bound.
Lets get to work…

WARNINGS:
PLEASE READ THIS FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY
The principal effect is merely a suggestion and proposed method. There is a level of danger involved in making the prop needed for this effect to which you have
to take great care. Due to the effect being nothing more than a suggested routine, I cannot and will not accept responsibility for any harm caused to any
performers injured by the lit cigarette whilst performing this routine.
The deck setup requires the use of fire through the medium of a lighter or matches. I do not advise anybody below the age of 16 to create such gimmicks by the
suggested means and do advise all who wish to create such gimmicks to do so with absolute care. Those below the age of 16 who wish to create these gimmicks
in such a suggested method must ask a responsible adult to do so for them. I do not take any responsibility for any damage caused whatsoever as a result of
attempting to create such a gimmick. Fire kills and is a dangerous element, please use your knowledge and take absolute care if you do chose to create the prop.
For those who choose to create the prop, please do so in an open and well-aired area where no flammable substances are, I advise that these gimmicks are
created above a bucket or container full of water and that a fire extinguisher is close by. After creating the prop, please ensure for your own safety that the
lighter or matches have been fully extinguished before concluding the creation. Check out www.FireSafety.com for further helpful fire regulations.
Please be aware that when playing cards are burnt, potentially toxic fuels are released from the burning paint-work. Keep the deck held at a good distance from
your face and if possible, wear a protective facemask.

WRATH by DANIEL MADISON PREPARING THE DECK
You will need a few spare playing cards and be willing to burn them you’ll also need a spare card box.
Take the spare box and open it out as shown in image01, cut the face of the box completely off without rounding the corners as shown in image02.
Alternatively, you may already have a playing card from a gaff deck that has the face of the box printed on the back/front of it.
Take the other card box and cut out a 2inch hole in the middle of the face.
Take between 5 to 10 spare cards and cut holes in the centre of these cards too slightly smaller than the hole in the box.
Using a lighter, candle or match in an open-air area, gently burn the inside edges of the cut out holes in the cards and the box so that they appear as in mages 03
and 04. You may need to keep the burnt cards flat and under a heavy weight over night, this will iron out the warps in the cards.
When you place the burnt cards inside the burnt box with the rest of the cards below, you will have something of a window which exposes the middle of the first
un-burnt card. Image05 shows the signed card through the hole, which will soon become your revelation.
Covering the box with the face card (image02) will pose the box as a regular pack of cards.
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You will need a lighter in your left hand pocket. You will also need to rub either black chalk or charcoal on the centre of your right palm, although this is optional
to the choice of the performer.
The most important handling advice I can give is to pay close attention to the box cover. You can use a little sticky tape across the top to keep it im place, but this
does introduce a problem when stealing the cover later on. If you keep the box in your open pocket with the cover lose and free, when you reach in to grab it
you can align the cover with the box in your pocket before removing it. Then when you do remove it, make sure that the cover is facing you so that you have the
shade to align it correctly. You’ll find with a little practice that you can show and handle the deck quite easily whilst keeping the cover card held in place.
When removing the cards from the box, do so with the box face down thus hiding the burnt cards.
As the cards are removed halfway, push your pinky into the hole of burnt cards pushing the rest of the deck up and away from them. Your deck hand pinky will
retain these cards as you pull the rest of the cards out slightly (image06)
Grip the complete cards allowing the burnt cards to slide back into the box (image07.) You can now carefully replace the box to your pocket.
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Have a card freely selected, signed and returned to the deck. You’ll need to control this card to the bottom of the deck. You can do this by simply having the
card returned to the top then use an overhand shuffle to position the card on the bottom.
Once done, return the cards to the box, face down, above the burnt cards. Wrath is now loaded and ready for the main performance.
Take the box and turn it over a few times to show both the face and the back. Hold your hand above the back of the box and concentrate for a few seconds. Do
the same with the face of the box before turning it face down one last time…

Hold the deck in lower mechanics and grip the cover card in your palm lengthways under the box ready to steal the card away (image08)
As you take the box from above with your free hand, tilt your other hand under the box with the card gripped still in it (image09) Take the box away holding it
out for the spectator as you lower the cover card – hidden in your palm – down to your side (image10). Reach into your pocket with this hand and dump it there
as you retrieve the lighter.
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Place the deck face down in their open palm and ask them to place their other hand over the back of the deck.
I have this fascination with fire, with the energy of heat and the power it can have over anything it comes into contact with…
Light the flame and wave your hand above it a few times as you speak…
Over the years I’ve learnt how to play with the attributes of fire, I’ve learnt how to amend and bend the properties of it. Now I’m not sure if this will work…
Return the lighter to your pocket and with both your hands turn their hands 180 degrees so that the deck in their hand is now face-up.
Hold your right hand above the deck enclosed in the spectators grip. Stretch out your fingers and act as though you are forming pressure in your palm…
Can you feel that? It’s getting warm right?
Due to the previous comments of heat and fire and with the visual aid of the lighter burning your fingers the spectators psychological awareness will be occupied
with these thoughts, and with the suggestion of the feeling of warmth coming from your hand, the spectator will pay attention to the natural heat caused by
their grip on the deck, although this will be no warmer than any other gripping situation, the attention to it will heighten the feeling which will have a hypnotic
effect.
It’s getting warmer right?

The simple suggestive question requires a response, as the focus is already set, they will think that they feel more warmth. Up to this point, all handling angles
will have kept the chalk marks on your hand covered…
Quickly pull your hand from under theirs as if in pain and show your burnt palm. Stand and point to the deck and wait for them to open their hands to reveal the
burnt hole through the box, through the cards, revealing their signature on their un-burnt card.

WRATH by DANIEL MADISON ALTERNATIVE REVELATIONS
Completely cover the cover-card with your free hand gripping the box from end to end. As you do this, with your deck-hand, slowly begin to pull the cover card
around the back of the deck until it is completely underneath the deck, images 11 - 14 show this in motion. Once done, slowly rub the face of the deck in circles
and slowly begin to reveal the burnt box.
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Alternatively, clip the cover card with your pinky as shown in image15 allowing the card to pop up into your hand (image16.) Grip the card into a classic palm
(image17) and start to rub the face of the box. Grip the deck with the same hand as in image18 as you show the burnt box to the spectator. Image19 shows this
from the performers pov.
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WRATH by DANIEL MADISON AFTERTHOUGHTS
Having researched the concept of this effect I found only one similar effect by Jay Sankey, which as outstanding as it is requires the use of a coin and some flash
paper, Wrath, to me, like all of my effects, holds much more realism, although it is impossible for a man to cause burns with mysterious powers, my intention
and focus is on the suggestions that fuel the spectators beliefs.
Good luck with wrath and the ideas it may spark for you in your creative journey through magic
D

WRATH by DANIEL MADISON BONUS EFFECT : BLAZE01 FROM THE LECTURE NOTES TWO
The participant selects any playing card; the rest of the deck is put aside
The participant is asked to inspect the playing card. The card is then placed in the participants’ palm
The performer holds his hand over the card (not touching.) The participant begins to feel a burning in their hand as if the card is on fire
The performer moves his hand away to reveal a hole burnt through the playing card
You can use one of the burnt cards from WRATH for this effect.
Place the burnt card to the bottom of the deck and it’s duplicate from the deck in your best forcing position… Force the card using a method in which the
participant removes the card from the deck – as opposed to leaving it in the deck as with a dribble force.
As the forced card is removed, cop the burnt card from the deck and you place the deck aside or in your pocket.
Take the selected card from the participant with your free hand and ask them to hold out their hand (palm-up,) at this
point, bring the two cards together
so that the selected card covers the burnt card. Images 20 & 21 show this action. Flip both cards face-down and hold them from above. Cop away the lower
IMAGE 08
card leaving the burnt card in hand. As the card is held from above, the participant will not see the bunt hole. Images 22 & 23 show the cop and how the
gimmick card should be held
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Place the burnt card in the participants’ hand keeping your hand above it blocking the view of the burnt hole. At this point, I usually keep the copped card in my
hand and hold onto the participants arm with it. If I am surrounded, I will reach into my pocket to dump the card and retrieve a lighter as part of the patter; I
would recommend this method regardless of surroundings for obvious reasons… Use the power of suggestion…
I need your full attention, stand straight, look right into my eyes and feel every word I say…

IMAGE 09

Providing you have their full attention, you can momentarily move your hand from the card with a gesture before returning it back to shade the card; you need
to get them comfortable with you moving away from the card implying that you are not hiding anything.
I want you to imagine a burning sensation in your hand, imagine that you have the power to generate a strong heat in your hand… Even if you think this
is rubbish you’ll still feel some heat in your hand simply because of the suggestion, but even that alone is quite weird… But lets take this as far as we can…
Imagine the card is on fire! You can feel the heat under the card becoming more and more intense…
90% of the time the participant will react to this in some way, as soon as you notice the smallest impulse of a reaction move away your hand and imply the
exaggerated reaction yourself…
Oh my gosh! It worked! (this phrase is merely a language-friendly suggestion, of course.)
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WE ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR HARM CAUSED TO OR BY ANYBODY WHO DECIDES TO CREATE THE PROPS NEEDED FOR THIS EFFECT, NOR DO WE ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY
FOR DAMAGE TO ANY PROPERTY OR ITEMS
NO CATS WERE SEEN THROUGH THE WINDOWN DURING THE MAKING OF WRATH, ALTHOUGH ONE WAS EATEN
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